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This work addresses the superdiffusive motion of a random walker on a discrete finite-size substrate. It is
shown that, with the inclusion of suitably tuned time-dependent probability of large distance jumps over the
substrate, the mean square displacement (MSD) of the walker has a power-law dependence on time with a
previously chosen exponent γ > 1. The developed framework provides an exact solution to the inverse problem,
i.e., an adequate jump probability function leading to a preestablished solution is evaluated. Using the Markov
Chain (MC) formalism, an exact map for the time dependence of the probability function is derived, which
depends on the topology of the substrate and on the chosen value of γ . While the formalism imposes no
restriction on the substrate, being applicable from ordered Euclidean lattices to complex networks, results for
the cycle graph and two-dimensional torus are highlighted. It is also shown that, based on the previously derived
probability function, MSD values resulting from direct numerical simulations agree quite well with those solely
obtained within the MC framework.
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In real-world complex systems of social, ecological, eco-
nomic, infrastructural, and technological natures, many dy-
namical processes occur in discrete spaces, among which
are diffusion, agents synchronization, and epidemic spread-
ing [1]. Such systems can be represented by networks in
which the nodes and edges indicate, respectively, the entities
of the system and the interactions among them. Dynamical
processes on these networks usually adopt a nearest-neighbor
(NN) strategy of transferring “information” from one node
to another. Random-walk models have widespread use both
in the analysis of diffusion and navigability in networks,
as in exploring their structures to detect their fine-grained
organization [2–4].

Currently, it is well documented that there are dynamical
processes, both in discrete and continuous spaces, which do
not follow this “NN paradigm.” For instance, self-diffusive
processes of atoms and molecules adsorbed on metals include
significant contributions from jumps spanning more distant
sites on the metallic surface [5–8]. In the continuum space,
the use of random Lévy flights and Lévy walks is widely
documented in modeling a variety of processes in which
long-range jumps occur together with short-range ones, as in
the foraging of species in a given environment [9–13]. Sev-
eral theoretical approaches have been used to describe such
processes as nonlinear diffusion equations [14] or fractional
differential equations [15,16] in the continuous space, while
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fractional transport has also been implemented in net-
works [17]. More recently, an elegant mathematical approach
emerged as an alternative to study dynamical processes on
discrete spaces, in which NN and long-distance hops are com-
bined. It is based on the Mellin-transformed d-path Laplacian
operator, corresponding to a generalization of the Laplacian
operator on graphs [18–21]. Indeed, the so-called long-range
interaction (LRI) operator adequately accounts for the effect
of jump probabilities that decay with distance. Despite the
analytical evidence that continuous time superdiffusion can be
induced on continuous and discrete infinite linear substrates
by using Lévy flights [15] and Mellin LRIs (MLRIs) [20],
respectively, the discrete time behavior on finite complex
networks or periodic substrates remains unclear.

The main purpose of this work is to address and ad-
vance beyond the mentioned framework, showing that time-
dependent LRIs (or equivalently long-range navigation or
jumps, following, respectively, [22] and [20]) can lead to
superdiffusive behavior on finite substrates. This step forward
was motivated by our findings that, while the addition of
MLRIs on NN cycle graphs actually enhances the speed of
the diffusive motion, the mean square displacement (MSD ≡
〈r2(t )〉) traveled by the walker still increases linearly with
time. Thus, it is similar to the asymptotic behavior of trun-
cated Lévy flights on the continuous infinite linear substrate
[23,24], and to that of continuous time Lévy walks in finite
systems [25]. In contrast to previous studies, where the mov-
ing particle follows fixed laws for short- and long-range hops,
here we consider time-dependent laws, which substantially
increase the likelihood of new emergent behaviors. Rather
than being a simple mathematical digression, this problem
may appear in social or biological systems where agents are
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